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OUR MISSION, VISION AND VALUES
OUR MISSION IS THE RESPONSIBLE AND PROFITABLE PRODUCTION OF GOLD
OUR VISION IS TO BUILD A BRAND NAME MINING COMPANY THAT:
• Delivers superior returns to investors
• Values and develops our people
• Is committed to international practices and conduct
• Is a partner of choice for host communities and governments
OUR VALUES ARE:
• Respect, honesty and open communications in all relationships
• Commitment to safety, employee well-being and protection of the environment
• Teamwork and accountability throughout the organization
• Responsible corporate citizenship

Photographic credits: Natalie Raffield and the GSR Team
The forward-looking statements made in this report are based on assumptions and judgments of management regarding future events and results. Such forwardlooking statements, including but not limited to those with respect to reserve and resource estimates, cost and timing of the development of new deposits, timing and
amount of estimated future production, estimated costs of future production, operational capabilities, and gold price, involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from forecast future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such factors include, among others, the actual price of gold, the actual results of
current exploration, development and mining activities and changes in project parameters as plans continue to be evaluated, as well as those factors disclosed in the
Company’s filed documents.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
This report is Golden Star’s 7th annual report on sustainability
and corporate responsibility, which summarizes our corporate responsibility performance and is our communication on progress for the UN
Global Compact.
The tragic and preventable fatal injuries to three of our team
members is something that remains constantly with me as I work with
our teams to build our business. I strongly believe that all incidents
are preventable, and our team members and visitors to our operations
have the right to go home safely from work every day. Our safety
motto “If it is not safe, do not do it” has been accepted throughout
Golden Star Resources (GSR) and I hope that this will assist our entire
team to continue our efforts to improve safety.

We continued our progress with our environmental performance
and completed the entire year without a reportable environmental
incident at any operational or exploration site. One of our major environmental improvements was the installation and commissioning of a
process water treatment plant at our Bogoso operation. This allows us
more flexibility in water management and will result in the re-use of
more water within our overall operation. At Wassa, we permitted a
new tailing storage facility that will allow the storage of tailings for
the remaining currently planned life of mine.
In 2012, our corporate responsibility continued to be strengthened within our stakeholder communities with the completion of a
number of community projects within our Wassa catchments
(including the construction of a school). At Bogoso, we signed and
implemented landmark community agreements covering the company
community relationship, the operation of the development foundation,
and local hiring.
We completed the successful resettlement of the Togbekrom com-

munity to allow for the development of the new tailings storage facility at the Wassa operation. This resettlement was based on IFC performance standard 5 and the people living in new Togbekrom are also
the recipients of a livelihoods restoration package aimed at stimulating the local economy. Early in 2013, we also signed a negotiated
resettlement agreement with the Dumasi community that will allow us
to gain access to a major ore source for our Bogoso processing facility.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank our employees, our
stakeholder communities, and our contracting partners for their dedication and commitment to our mutual goals. We will face some challenges in 2013 and we look forward to continued support from our
local stakeholder communities, and our employees, contractors and
regulators as we continue to build a great business in Ghana.

Sam Coetzer, President and Chief Executive Officer
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OUR COMMITMENTS

G

olden Star remains committed to supporting the UN Global Compact – the world’s largest voluntary corporate sustainability initiative. This
includes embracing, supporting and enacting – within our sphere of influence – a set of core values in the areas of human rights, labour
standards, the environment, and anti-corruption. By integrating the UN Global Compact’s 10 universally accepted principles into our business
operations and strategies, we aim to continually improve our corporate responsibility performance, while simultaneously advancing broader economic and
social goals.
In our 2011 Sustainability Report, we outlined several objectives and targets to work towards so as to advance the aims of the UN Global Compact. We
also continued to work towards meeting our commitments and goals from prior years. The following tables presents a summary of these aims and our progress
as well as our goals for 2013.
Table 1 — Previous commitments and goals

What we did

Where you can find
more information

To be completed in 2013

Human Rights

Develop a program for anti-discrimination at sites

Completed in 2012 (see below)

Labour Standards

Consolidate the LTIFR below 0.3

Achieved in 2012 (see below)

Health and Safety

Develop closure plans with the required level of detail for
assets requiring closure in accordance with the GSR corporate
closure standard

Closure plans developed for our
GSBPL Plant North Pit

Environment

Human rights desk top review conducted with 5 major suppliers to be progressed in 2012

To be completed in 2013

Human Rights

Provide training at all levels of the organization regarding
harassment and discrimination awareness and prevention, to
build on 2011 training for HR and Senior Managers

33 Senior and 37 Management
Staff participated in relevant training programs

Labour Standards

Consolidate our Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate below 0.5

LTIFR (12-month) reduced to 0.24

Health and Safety

Completed

Anti-Corruption

What we said we would do
2011 Outstanding
Review the general human rights standards for our supply
sources and provide a report to the Sustainability Committee
with recommendations

2012

Provide detailed payment information to the EITI in Ghana in
support of the anti-corruption program
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Table 2 — 2013 UN Global Compact goals and objectives

2013 UN Global Compact Goals and Objectives
Human Rights


Review the general human rights standards for our supply sources and provide a report to the sustainability
committee with recommendations

Labour Standards


Extend harassment and discrimination awareness and prevention training to our wider workforce



Examine ways in which banking services can be provided to employees without salaries paid to a bank



Implement lead-indicator control measures to further reduce our LTIFR

Environment


Expand recycling initiatives with companies owned by traditional leaders, in line with existing practices at
GSWL



Third-party evaluation of the asset retirement obligations

Anti-Corruption


Provide detailed payment information on a quarterly basis to the EITI in Ghana, in support of the anticorruption program

O UR P EOPLE
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OUR PEOPLE

G

olden Star has long recognized that our people’s talents are our greatest asset, as people are central to realizing our corporate responsibility
goals as well as our overall business success. Reflective of our mission and values, we commit to engaging with each other based on a foundation of mutual respect, honesty, and transparency. Accordingly, GSR is dedicated to providing a safe and healthy working environment for our
employees, including one that promotes personal and professional development, respects fundamental human rights, and affirms international labour standards.

Employment
One of the principal benefits of our operations is the employment that
is generated for local stakeholder communities and the broader Ghanaian
population. In 2012, over 98% of our 2,044 employees were Ghanaian
nationals, with less than 2% being expatriates. Additionally, over 42% of
our employees hailed from local stakeholder communities and a combined
52% hailed from the Western Region of Ghana where our operations are
located, representing a 12% and 7% increase over 2011, respectively. Our
operations further support some 448 employees of direct and third-party
contractors as well as an additional 260 employees as part of our Golden
Star Oil Palm Plantation (GSOPP) initiative.

dedicated to resettlement activities, in addition to some 41 directlyemployed security personnel committed to ensuring the security of our workforce. In total, this represents 7 percent of our direct workforce and over one
fifth of salary remuneration at our sites.
In 2012, Golden Star remunerated over $54 M to its employees, 91%
of whom had their salaries paid to a bank. In 2013, we will work to examine ways in which we can help provide banking services to employees who
do not presently bank, which will further build on our commitments to supporting our workforce.

As part of the landmark social responsibility agreements with GSBPL
catchment communities – which concluded nearly two years of negotiations
– GSBPL has refined its comprehensive local employment agreement. We
began implementing these agreements in 2012, building on our existing
local hiring policy, with the aim of recruiting 80% of new Ghanaian unskilled and 40% of Ghanaian skilled people from our catchment communities. These recruits are required to meet specific criteria to be endorsed as a
“community citizen” by traditional leaders, so as to ensure we employ as
many local people as feasibly possible. The realization of this agreement
will not only contribute to local economic development; it will also increase
local pride and involvement in our GSBPL operations.
Golden Star employs dedicated teams of specialist personnel to support
corporate responsibility activities across our business. Our environment,
health and safety, and community relations teams are comprised of 53, 28,
and 20 specialist personnel, respectively. A further 5 specialist personnel are

Figure 1 — Local Employment in Ghana
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Training and Skills Development
Golden Star continues to cultivate our employees’ talents by providing
ongoing training and skills development. By doing so, we support the personal and professional growth of our people, which we recognize as a key
driver of success at our operations.
n 2011, we reported a 50% increase in the number of hours of training
in various technical and supervisory courses that we provided for over 3,700
people. Building on this in 2012, over 13,000 people participated in such
training totaling over 102,000 hours. This represents a further 100% increase year-over-year with total costs of over US$0.76 M. Of particular note,
GSR renewed its focus on health and safety training, and implemented a
training program covering discrimination awareness and prevention. You can
find additional information regarding these initiatives in the ‘Health and
Safety’ and ‘Labour Standards’ section of this report, respectively.
An Employee Education Sponsorship program continues to be delivered by
Golden Star in support of our employees’ higher-education pursuits. In 2012,
20 employees participated in the scheme, enrolling in programs ranging
from certificate and diploma-level courses to masters-level studies and chartered accountancy designations.

Photo 1 — GSSTEP participants

Golden Star also contributes to the training and development of young
people. In 2012, Golden Star supported 12 apprentices, 27 people completing graduate training programmes, 156 attachment programme participants,
and 96 people completing their Ghanaian National Service requirements. In
total, 291 people – or approximately 10% of our total workforce – worked
towards completing external education programmes to further cultivate their
skills.
ducation and training initiatives are extended to our community outreach programs, with a view of imparting lasting educational benefits to our
stakeholder communities. The Golden Star Skills Training and Employability
Programme (GSSTEP) provides training to young people in practical and
technical skills in sectors unrelated to mining, contributing to the diversification of the local economy’s employment base. This programme has also been
integrated into many of our negotiated resettlement agreements that conform
to the International Finance Corporation’s Performance Standard 5 on involuntary resettlement. Golden Star further provided scholarships for over 120
needy students attending secondary school in 2012.

Photo 2 — GSBPL mine workers
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HUMAN RIGHTS AND LABOUR STANDARDS
Human Rights

Labour Standards

In accordance with our commitment to the UN Global Compact, we
support and respect internationally proclaimed human rights within our
sphere of influence. As per our internal policy on Community Relations and
Human Rights (confirmed 8 March 2012), we work to create a culture that
makes the protection of human rights an integral part of our short- and long
-term operations, including our performance management systems.

PRINCIPLE 3 • Freedom to Associate and Bargain Collectively
GSR upholds the freedom of association and recognizes the right of our
workforce to bargain collectively. Currently, some 98% of our workforce
across our business units have joined various unions of their choice. Management and unions convene regular meetings to communicate on the business and to negotiate workers’ conditions of service.

In 2011, we began preliminary work for conducting a human rights
desk top review in conjunction with our top 5 suppliers. This work will be
advanced in 2013, with results to be reported to the GSR Sustainability
Committee. This will help to further ensure that we are not complicit in any
human rights abuses – directly or indirectly.

PRINCIPLE 4 • Elimination of Forced and Compulsory Labour
GSR continues to ensure that all work conducted at our sites is mutually agreed upon by all parties.

Building on training covering human rights matters for our Human
Resources personnel – and later our wider workforce – we developed a
similar program covering matters related to harassment and discrimination
awareness and prevention (see below).

P RINCIPLE 1 • Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights
P RINCIPLE 2 • Make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses

PRINCIPLE 5 • Abolition of Child Labour
It is a longstanding GSR policy to ensure that all staff recruited meet
the statutory employable age, which for the mining industry is 18 years.
PRINCIPLE 6 • Elimination of Discrimination in Respect of Employment and
Occupation
Although employment in the mining sector is mostly staffed by males,
we continue to make positive interventions to employ females throughout
our business. In 2012, the number of females in our workforce more than
doubled from 79 to 159. As a result, females now comprise over 8% of our
workforce, representing a 4.5% increase over 2011, and a 4.9% increase
over 2010. Additionally, females assume 8% of senior management roles
and a further 7% of expatriate management positions.
In 2011, we set a goal of training all levels of our workforce in matters
related to harassment and discrimination awareness and prevention. In
2012, 33 senior staff members and 45 management staff participated in
this training. As part of our 2013 objectives, we aim to extend this program
to our wider workforce.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY
We are saddened to report that three of our team members were fatally injured at our operations in 2012 – John Akwasi Djan (8-Apr-2012), Eric
Yamful (26-Apr-2012), and Isaac Benny (27-Dec-2012). Our sincerest
condolences are extended to the family and friends of our lost team members. We have long held that nothing we do is worth anyone being injured,
and that our team members deserve to go home safely each and every day.
Consequently, these tragic events underscore the importance of continually
improving our safety strategies, and their corresponding implementation.
In 2011, we began implementing a number of major safety risk management programs to further embed safety management into our operations. These programs were further embedded into our operations in 2012,
including:






GSR’s Safety Risk Management Program, which includes: embedding of the GSR safety risk matrix; provision of safety risk assessment and job hazard analysis training; conduct of facilitated multidisciplinary safety risk assessment workshops; and, development of
site safety risk registers
Provision of upgraded fire response equipment, including fire tenders stationed at each operation, and additional fire response
training
Implementation of additional controls for driver speed management across our operations, including: fitting of GPS vehicle trackers, use of speed alert cameras/signage, and stringent disciplinary
outcomes for the failure to adhere to rules

In addition to the above measures, we continued to focus on health
and safety training throughout our workforce. In the past year, over 8,200
people received training in workplace health and safety – an increase of
over 28%. Correspondingly, over 68,000 hours of training devoted to health

and safety were conducted, representing a nearly seven-fold increase over
2011.
Our health, safety, and environment personnel conducted a variety of
proactive inspections and audits, including 26 HSE audits and 396 hazard
inspections. Over 600 HSE meetings were also held throughout the year.
These initiatives contributed to a number of positive developments with
regard to our safety performance in 2012. Specifically, we achieved a reduction in our lost time injury frequency rate (LTIFR) from 0.64 to 0.24,
which surpasses our 2012 goal of a LTIFR below 0.5. In fact, we were able
to achieve a reduction beyond our prior 2011 goal of a LTIFR below 0.3.
Additionally, 2012 saw a decrease in the number of injuries that prevented
team members from attending their next scheduled shift, from 10 to 2. In
2013, we will aim to implement lead indicator control measures to further
reduce our LTIFR.
Golden Star continues to provide health coverage for our Ghanaian
employees and their immediate families (approximately 5,600 people)
under the National Health Insurance Scheme. Access to mine-site clinics is
also available to employees and their immediate families.
In late 2012, we commenced the implementation of a Health and
Wellbeing Action Plan with a view of realizing step-change improvements in
the health status of our workforce. As part of this initiative, we commenced
upgrades to mine-site clinics, provided enhancements in testing and medical surveillance, installed new equipment and clinic management software,
and provided voluntary health screenings and health interventions.
Measures to combat malaria – one of the foremost illnesses affecting our
workforce – are core aspects of this plan, including 24-hour testing, enhanced speed of diagnosis, and improvements in treatment quality. The
results of these measures have thus far been positive, as there has been a
nearly 50% reduction in cases over the same time period in 2011.
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Figure 2 — GSR Malaria Case History

Figure 3 — GSR Yearly Injury Statistics

E NVIRONMENT
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ENVIRONMENT

O

perations at Golden Star continue to be guided by the precautionary approach to environmental management, with the aim of minimizing our
environmental impact and promoting greater overall environmental responsibility. We are acutely aware of the environmental footprint of our
operations; therefore, we approach our environmental responsibilities proactively, with due care, and with concern for current and future generations..

During the period under review, we received no enforceable actions or fines, and had
no reportable environmental incidents. Furthermore, we remained in compliance with our Ghanaian environmental regulatory requirements. It
is anticipated that this will be reflected in our
forthcoming AKOBEN audits – an industry-wide
environmental performance rating and disclosure
programme of the Ghana Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

Water
The use and management of water are
critical issues at our operations. Gold recovery
activities require the use of hazardous chemicals,
which generate environmental contaminants that
have the potential to adversely affect local water
quality. Consequently, responsible water management is of utmost importance to our environmental sustainability activities.
In 2012, some 532,489 ML of water was
abstracted at our operations, with some
867,794 ML being released. We also recycled
over 3,600,000 ML of water in order to conserve
availability and limit our total water consumption.
Golden Star’s water monitoring program is
comprised of 136 surface and 127 ground water

monitoring sites, which resulted in nearly 2,500
samples being collected in 2012. These samples
confirmed that discharges from our operations to
the receiving environment were within cyanide
limits as set out by the EPA. We are also pleased
to report that our operations received a 98%
compliance rate against internal and external
water quality criteria – a modest 1% improvement over 2011.
A large inventory of process water in our
GSBPL tailings storage facilities (TSFs) has been
an issue for our operation. The majority of this
water is rainfall, resulting in sub-optimal consolidation and less space for tailings. Thus, a number of major prevention and mitigation programs
were implemented in 2011 and 2012 including:








Reducing clean water flows into the plant
Reusing large amounts of water in our
processing (see above)
Reducing plant spillage to improve water
quality
With EPA approval, construction of a mixing reactor for compliant water discharge
Establishment of engineered, purposebuilt wetland treatment marshes for biological treatment and polishing of waters
Approval by the EPA for the storage of
water in an inactive mining pit for sea-

sonal attenuation and amelioration
 Construction and operation (discharging
since 2012) of an 11ML/day process
water treatment plant incorporating cyanide destruction, solids removal, and
reverse osmosis.
Lastly, the surface water around our mine sites
and catchment communities continues to be
polluted by unauthorized small-scale mining. We
regularly report these unauthorized activities to
the regulatory authorities.

Land
Recycling Initiatives
In order to improve our waste management
practices, we regularly reuse and recycle materials. In 2012, we recycled nearly 3,800 tonnes of
scrap metal in conjunction with EPA accredited
recyclers. At our GSWL site, these recyclers are
companies owned by traditional leaders, which is
a practice that we plan to expand upon so as to
provide further benefit our stakeholder communities. Moreover, we recycled over 320,000 litres
of waste oil, and provided over 4,700 wooden
pallets/boxes to catchment communities for their
reuse. Over 59 tonnes of plastic was also recycled, in addition to 181 batteries.

PRINCIPLE 7 • Businesses should support a
precautionary approach to environmental
challenges
PRINCIPLE 8 • Undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility
PRINCIPLE 9 • Encourage the development
of environmentally-friendly technologies
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Rehabilitation and Closure
At the end of 2012, our Ghanaian tenements
covered over 1,600 km2 of land. Of this, less than
1.5% has been developed for our operations.
Approximately 37% of the land we have disturbed is under various stages of rehabilitation,
an increase of 7% over 2011. The majority of the
remaining disturbed land is employed for active
mining or will be used for future operations.
In 2012, Golden Star undertook rehabilitation
work of 124 ha of land – more than a three-fold
increase over 2011. As part of this work, we
planted nearly 28,000 mostly indigenous tree
seedlings. Our rehabilitation and closure expenditures for 2012 totaled over $5 M, representing
1.3% of our total annual operating expenditure.
A participatory environmental/social closure and
reclamation plan was also instituted so as to
increase local involvement in, and awareness of,
rehabilitation activities.
The Ghana EPA requires financial securities in
the form of bank bonds to provide assurance for
environmental remediation at our sites. In 2012,
these securities were $10.6 M at our GSWL/HBB
site, reflecting increases in ongoing land disturbances, and $9.0 M at our GSBPL operations.
Air Quality
During the period under review, we consumed
272,022 MWh of electricity at our operations, an
increase of approximately 8% over our 2011
performance. This was largely due to an increased

rate of hard rock milling. Moreover, approximately
37.5 ML of diesel was consumed resulting in 85
Mt of C02e being produced. Contributing to the
offsetting of these emissions, 124 ha of land was
re-vegetated, 26,819 tree seedlings were grown,
and 27,815 tree seedlings were planted. An additional 1,670 kg of seed was also planted as part
of our rehabilitation activities.
Air quality is regularly monitored in our operational areas as well as within local communities.
We measured air quality within 28 communities
located near our operations, resulting in 940
samples being collected throughout the year.
These samples demonstrated that levels of dust in
the air conformed to limits as stipulated by the
Ghana EPA. Notwithstanding this, we remain
sensitive to the needs of local communities and
take additional action to maintain controls on
dust levels.
In 2012, we conducted approximately 1,200
blasts in our open pits. The effects of blasting on
communities are managed through blast design
(e.g. size, duration, maximum instantaneous
charge, and blast equipment selection) as well as
through community awareness and the use of
community members on our monitoring teams. A
full 100% of blasts conducted were in compliance
with our monitoring programs. Furthermore,
100% of blasts were within EPA threshold levels
for noise and 95% were within regulatory threshold levels for vibration.
Golden Star continued to conduct assessments
of reported cracks to buildings in local communi-

ties in conjunction with structural and blasting
engineers. The majority of cases investigated
identified structural and construction defects as
the root causes of such cracking. In cases where
blasting was considered to have contributed to
cracking, crack repair teams have been appointed
to complete necessary repairs. Building on these
experiences, GSR has commissioned a broad-scale
baseline structural survey by external consultants
ahead of the restart of the Prestea Underground
Mine.
Permitting
We are pleased to report the receipt of environmental and mining permits for the Phase 1 operations of the Prestea Underground Mine – a core
focus for the future of our business. The receipt of
these permits will enable us to begin predevelopment activities. In fact, work is underway
on the rehabilitation and clean-up of existing
stopes.
We are also pleased to have received all environmental permits needed for start-up activities
related to our Bogoso tailings recovery project,
continued mining at Father Brown/Dabokrom,
and our Wassa tailings storage facility. In 2013,
we will continue to work towards securing mining
and environmental permits for other key development projects.

C OMMUNITY C ONSULTATION

Photo 3 — Prestea Goldfields International School Relocation Negotiating Committee
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COMMUNITY CONSULTATION

G

olden Star is dedicated to engaging in accurate, transparent, and timely two-way consultation with local stakeholders in order to communicate
on our business, and address the needs of our partners. Regular dialogue with stakeholders – including but not limited to public meetings,
open houses, and sensitization forums – is central to understanding key issues and concerns related to our operations, and, in turn, helps us to
realize sustainable solutions suitable to our stakeholders.

The signing of comprehensive social responsibility agreements with
GSBPL catchment communities in 2012 was a milestone for our business
and our relationships with local stakeholders. Concluding over 2 years of
negotiations, the agreements cover local employment, sustainable livelihoods, and modifications to arrangements for the Golden Star (Bogoso/
Prestea) Development Foundation (see Community Development). The
agreements also initiate a variety of participatory monitoring and management plans related to GSR’s operations including:
Environmental/Social Participatory Management Plan designed to
increase the involvement of community members in managing
environmental and social impacts
 Information and Communication Management Plan designed to
increase transparency and disseminate information about our operations more effectively
 Land Use and Management Plan designed to more clearly define
communities’ access rights to GSR’s mining lease and to prevent
accidents and disruptions
 Environmental/Social Closure and Reclamation Management Plan
designed to better prepare for joint closure initiatives.


The agreement also initiates the formation of a standing committee to
oversee the agreement’s implementation. The standing committee is comprised mostly of local citizens – including community Chiefs, members of
parliament, and youth and women representatives (among others) – in
addition to several company representatives.

In addition to these new measures, our teams continued to conduct regular, proactive consultations with a variety of stakeholders, including some
263 formal consultations involving over 4,400 participants. We regularly
invite government officials to take part in these interactions so as to further
embed a culture of transparency, trust, mutual respect, and accountability in
all of our relationships.
Community Consultative Committees (CCCs) and Community Mine Consultative Committees (CMCCs) continue to be the main conduits for our ongoing
dialogue with local stakeholders. Comprised of some 211 representatives of
local communities, these bodies convene regularly to communicate on our
plans and operations in addition to being primary channels of communication for community concerns. In 2012, the number of these interactions
totaled 187 (169 CCC meetings and 18 CMCC meetings).
Over the past year, GSR received 108 community complaints. Of these,
nearly two-thirds were resolved within one month of being raised, and nearly three-quarters were resolved within three months of being raised. GSR
continues to take action to resolve any valid outstanding cases.
Highly-specific consultations and interactions related to our activities are
also conducted. These include the consultation requirements as set out by
the IFC’s Performance Standard 5 on involuntary resettlement and various
community interactions required under the International Cyanide Management Code (ICMC).

C OMMUNITY D EVELOPMENT
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

G

olden Star has assumed the role as a catalyst for sustainable economic development in the communities in which we operate. Doing so enhances our relationships with our partners by maximizing the benefits that accrue to our stakeholder communities. Accordingly, we make regular investments in local communities that go beyond traditional philanthropy, namely by adopting a strategic approach to social investment.
This helps to create lasting, meaningful benefits for local communities, and contributes to a positive long-term legacy surrounding our operations.

The primary vehicle for our social investments
is the community-led Golden Star Development
Foundation, which is funded annually with US$1
for every ounce of gold produced and 0.1% of
pre-tax profit. Under the foundation umbrella,
we work with local Community Mine Consultative
Committees (CMCCs), government bodies, and
third-party NGOs (among others) to strategize
and implement a variety of community development projects and programs.
In 2012, we contributed over $0.38 M to the
Foundation, bringing our contributions to date to
over $2.3 M. The Foundation carried out a wide
array of projects in 2012, with costs totaling
$0.37 M. Notable projects by investment area
include:
Education
 Scholarships for 112 students attending
secondary school
 Construction of a 6-unit school block at
Ningo/Subriso, equipped with teachers’
quarters, a borehole, and toilet and urinal
facilities, which has helped to increase
enrollment by 116%
 Continued construction of the Himan Information and Communications Technology

(ITC) centre, to serve some 17,000 people
Water
 Construction of boreholes with pumps at
Attobrakrom-Bogoso, Awunakrom, Kumsono, and Mampon
 Rehabilitation of five hand dug wells in
Juabeng and Mbease Nsuta
 Upgrade and extension of mechanized
potable water system through Mpohor
Water Board
 Upgrades to the Akyempim water system
 Conversion of a pit latrine into a water
closet at the Bogoso police station
Health and Sanitation
 Provision of medical equipment in conjunction with a third-party NGO – Project
C.U.R.E.
 Construction of a 16-seat toilet facility at
Awunakrom primary school
 Continued development of a mini-clinic for
employees and their immediate families at
the GSBPL mine site
 Construction of a health post at Brakwaline

General Infrastructure
 Construction of a community centre at
Benso
 Construction of a community centre at
Subriso equipped with a 4-seat toilet facility, with the centre also serving as a school
for some 87 nursery and lower primary
students
 Ongoing development of the Bondaye and
Nsuta Mbease electrification project
As mentioned, modifications to the management of the foundation form part of the CSR
agreements signed with GSBPL catchment communities. Two of the five board members of the
GS(B/P)DF will now be citizens of local communities, as selected by the communities themselves. These measures will bring additional
local knowledge and expertise to the Foundation’s endeavors, while contributing to greater
local ownership of the development process.
Priority areas for project selection are also more
clearly defined in the agreement, so as to
streamline the utilization of Foundation funds. A
mutually agreed upon allotment of funds for
each catchment community – based on population size and the extent of their involvement in
GSR’s activities – was also developed.

18
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GOLDEN STAR OIL PALM PLANTATION

G

SOPP is a community-based oil palm plantation company established in 2006 as a non-profit subsidiary of Golden Star Resources. The program adopts the small-holder concept of sustainable agribusiness, which addresses environmental, food access, and community concerns.
Initially, development is sponsored by Golden Star as part of its local economic development program. The plantations are later able to become
self-supporting and the smallholder farmers pay back the start-up loans to GSOPP to allow for further development. For every ounce of gold produced, Golden
Star commits US$1 to the program, resulting in over $3.6 M in funding to date. To date, GSOPP has established 790 ha of plantation, 100 ha of out-grower
plantations, and had, for 2012, produced 3,800 tonnes of oil palm fruit.
.

In 2012, Golden Star commenced a partnership with German Agency
for International Cooperation (GIZ) to build upon the success of GSOPP in
communities near our Wassa operations. GIZ will implement a three-year
combined Local Economic Development (LED) and Employee Wellbeing
Program (EWP) on behalf of the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ). As part of the LED program, up to 240
farmers will be trained in Good Agricultural Practice (GAP), an integrated
farming system will be developed, and Farmer Based Organizations (FBOs)
will be strengthened to act as channels and multipliers. The EWP will facilitate access to prevention, diagnosis, and treatment facilities as well as to
social protection services for employees, their core families, and members of

their immediate communities. This program will be conducted in close collaboration with the Ghana Ministry of Health (MoH) and the Ministry of
Employment and Social Welfare (MESW).
Golden Star will contribute to the program by cultivating an additional
80 ha of oil palm plantation. Additionally, the program will be extended to
a cocoa production project that forms part of a negotiated resettlement
agreement with a local community. Golden Star intends to vitalize some
150 ha of cocoa plantation as part of this initiative. Altogether, it is anticipated that the program will reach out to approximately 15,000 people,
including 240 smallholder farmers, 500 part-time workers, 720 families,
and some 13,500 members of the immediate communities.
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In addition to these initiatives, GSR funds a
variety of projects and programs with general
company expenditures. In 2012, expenditure on
these initiatives totaled more than $0.90 M .
Notable initiatives are provided below.
Education
 Community Youth Apprenticeship Program,
providing training for 44 participants from
15 communities
 Launching of an educational fund at Mampanso
 Support for the preparation of standardized
exams at Nsadweso and Akymepim as well
as bussing to the B.E.C.E exam for Wassa
and Benso communities
 Donation of computer equipment to the
National Commission for Civic Education
 Support for speech and prize giving days
 Provision of building supplies to repair a
depleted school block at Odumase and
Essumanu
 Support for various class excursions
 Cash and seedling donations to the Ghana
National Association of Scholarship Beneficiaries
Water
 Ongoing improvements to the Akyempim
water system as part of an impact benefit
agreement
 Donation of two oversized poly-tanks with
taps at Dumasi
 Replacement of a pump for improved water
supply at the Prestea police station
 Supply of community water to Dumasi

Health and Sanitation
 Construction of two 16-seat toilet facilities
at Akyempim
 Donation to Bronikrom CCT for the provision
of improvised toilet facilities
 Provision of transportation to support Ghana Health Service’s National Immunisation
Exercises
 Extension of electricity to the Benso clinic
General Infrastructure
 Road re-surfacing and refurbishment at
Bondaye/Mbease Nsuta, Himan, and
Juabeng
 Construction of a steel bridge over the
Apepre River at Dumasi
 Road maintenance from Twifo Praso to the
Damang railway crossing

Photo 4 — Student at a GSDF-funded school in Bogoso

Cultural
 Construction a community centre at Awunakrom
 Support of numerous community celebrations, including Farmers’ Day, Independence Day, World AIDS Day, and World
Mothers’ Day (among others)
 Support for the funeral rites of traditional
leaders
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RESETTLEMENT

G

olden Star has carried out multiple resettlement projects in our catchment communities in accordance with Ghanaian regulations and the International Finance Corporation’s Performance Standard 5 on involuntary resettlement. By doing so, we seek to anticipate and avoid, or where
avoidance is not possible, minimize adverse social and economic effects from land acquisition. Accordingly, our resettlement initiatives are carried out with appropriate disclosure of information, proactive consultation, and the prior and informed participation of affected parties. This is all done with the
aim of restoring and/or improving the livelihoods and standards of living of displaced persons.

Dumasi
The community of Dumasi is located upon the
largest undeveloped open-pit mine within the
Bogoso mining concession. The Dumasi Pit is an
important element of the Company's future and
will provide both refractory and non-refractory
ore sources for several years once developed.
Following several years of negotiations, consultations and preliminary work, Golden Star is
pleased to announce the February 2013 signing
of a negotiated resettlement agreement with the
Dumasi community through the auspices of the
Dumasi Resettlement Negotiation Team (DRNT).
Ground is now being cleared at the new Dumasi
community site in anticipation of construction
beginning in 2013.
As part of the resettlement package, over 800
housing units will be provided, in addition to a
community centre, a health centre, classroom
blocks, a police station post, churches and a
mosque, and a water reticulation system. Work
related to farm valuations and resulting compensation has also begun.
These activities, now documented formally
through a resettlement action plan (RAP), will

complement the environmental impact assessment being conducted to support the project’s
development. Subject to project approval, it is
anticipated that the resettlement project could be
completed within 2 years.
Togbekrom
In 2010, GSWL registered the construction of
a new tailings storage facility (TSF) with the
Ghanaian Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). Preliminary work surrounding the project’s resettlement requirements was carried out
in 2010 and 2011, including a rapid asset survey providing initial estimates of displacement, a
socioeconomic baseline survey, and a census and
asset survey. This led to the development of a
pre-negotiation RAP in September 2011. After
negotiations with relevant stakeholders, a negotiated resettlement agreement was signed in
December of the same year.
Building on this work in 2012, GSR continued
the development of the project by:


Conducting assessments of the host
area and potential environmental and
social effects of the resettlement on the
host community;

Evaluating additional mitigation requirements; and,
 Finalizing a livelihood restoration and
development plan in conjunction with
the community.


In August 2012, a RAP was submitted to
regulatory authorities, and by early 2013 the
majority of the community had resettled to the
site of the New Togbekrom village at Ateiku. The
plan was approved by the Wassa East District
Assembly in January 2013.
Awunakrom
As a result of community complaints, GSWL
was advised by the regulators to consider resettling community members residing in close proximity to the GSWL Dabokrom/Father Brown pit.
Heeding this advice, GSWL initiated dialogue
with the community towards resettlement, which
culminated in a binding agreement being
reached between GSWL and the Awunakrom
community in May 2012. The partial resettlement and associated impact benefit agreement
spell out the responsibilities of GSWL towards
ensuring the health and safety of the persons
living in the community.
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To support the resettlement project, an impact prediction study was completed and submitted to the EPA and Minerals Commission in December 2012. A
RAPwas developed for the project and was submitted to regulators in January 2013. In February 2013 the Minerals Commission acknowledged the predicted
conformance of the ongoing mining project, and in March 2013 the Ahanta West District Assembly approved the RAP.
Prestea South Mbease Nsuta Project
In 2012, GSBPL continued consultation and engagement with the community in relation to its proposed
Prestea South Mbease Nsuta project (PSMNP). Progress
was made in the year around the detailed engineering
design and ground-truthing for the project haul road
that is expected to support the PSMNP and Phase 2
Prestea Underground Operations. Through the finalization of the engineering designs, GSBPL was able to
advance its knowledge of the project affected persons,
and in November 2012, a RAP was submitted for the
combined Prestea Projects (PSMNP and PUG) given the
overlapping nature of the surface infrastructure for the
two projects.
As a result of the submission of the RAP, the EPA
requested submission of an updated environmental
impact statement (EIS) for the project (as the previous
EIS had been submitted in April 2011). Submitted in
March 2013, the EIS public exhibition period was advertised in national print media in April 2013.

Photo 5 — Togbekrom resettlement site
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ANTI-CORRUPTION

G

olden Star continues to support the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) – a globally-developed initiative that promotes revenue
transparency at the local level. In addition to enhancing transparency, the initiative also helps to improve local governance by working against
corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery.

Throughout the year, we made various payments to the Government of Ghana, including taxes, duties, permitting and licensing fees, and royalties (among
others). In accordance with the EITI standard, we set an objective for 2012 of publically reporting these payments quarterly, which we are pleased to have
completed. Detailed information on these payments can be found in the following tables.
Table 3 — GSBPL government payments
PAYE
SSNIT
VAT
Import Duties
Royalties
Fees, Permits,
Licenses
Withholding Tax
Stamp Duties
Total

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

YTD

LTD

1,129,662

860,508

895,865

932,650

3,818,688

16,134,436

392,092

449,863

487,004

492,443

1,821,404

9,138,893

1,186,702

1,559,241

1,551,525

1,320,429

5,617,898

18,417,761

858,496

541,633

557,345

533,068

2,490,544

7,228,047

2,768,590

3,286,216

3,297,120

3,325,714

12,677,642

45,505,862

86,159

126,155

31,367

29,099

272,781

967,848

341,302

379,923

484,533

556,298

1,762,058

8,962,338

13,479

2,549

-

-

16,029

700,523

6,776,483

7,206,092

7,304,763

7,189,705

28,477,045

107,055,711

Table 4 — GSWL government payments
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

PAYE
SSNIT
VAT
Import Duties

376,527
288,130
1,054,089

570,483
296,026
1,089,178

659,271.00
327,976
1,228,039

712,218
411,331
1,115,245

2,318,500
1,323,465
4,486,552

10,608,406
6,799,605
33,549,328

216,305

266,868

418,480

403,905

1,305,560

2,609,558

Royalties*

2,740,914

2,899,638

3,058,972

3,427,239

12,126,764

43,528,155

51,505

61,448

78,085

60,215

251,255

823,759

Withholding Tax

294,854

367,010

503,337

532,395

1,697,599

11,505,257

Stamp Duties
National Stabilization Levy
Total

10,502

12,525

2,668

-

25,695

349,490

197,052

-

-

-

197,052

7,084,585

5,229,881

5,563,179

6,276,831

6,662,553

23,732,445

116,858,143

Fees, Permits,
Licenses

* Payments delayed one quarter from gold production

YTD

LTD
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The royalty scheme enacted by the Government of Ghana includes a distribution of royalty payments at the local level. Specifically, 10% of royalty payments are allocated to the Mineral Development Fund (MDF), 10% is allocated to the Administrator of Stool Lands, and the remaining 80% is retained by the
central government. Royalties allocated to the Administrator of Stool Lands are further divided amongst local district assemblies where the gold was produced
(49.5%), Ghanaian stools (22.5%), and traditional councils (18%). The remaining 10% is paid as overhead costs to the Office of the Administrator of Stool
Lands. In 2012, we set an additional objective of publishing the expected distribution of these royalty payments on a quarterly basis, which we are also
pleased to have completed. The following tables present a summary of these expected payments to the stakeholders.
Table 5 — GSBPL expected distribution of royalty payments
GSBPL Royalties

Sub-Entity

Office of Administrator of
Stool Lands
Traditional Authorities

Stool Lands

District Assemblies

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

OASL Overhead

27,685

32,862

32,971

33,257

126,776

Bogoso
Himan
Bogoso/Beppo
Adaamanso
Total
Bogoso
Himan
Bogoso/Beppo
Adaamanso
Total

40,755

33,679

33,742

32,800

222,726

-

409

380

-

5,545

9,078

17,558

14,469

18,837

222,726

-

7,504

10,756

8,224

5,545

49,834

59,151

59,348

59,862

329,712

50,944

42,098

42,177

41,001

222,726

-

511

475

-

5,545

11,348

21,948

18,086

23,547

222,726

-

9,381

13,445

10,280

5,545

62,293

73,939

74,185

74,828

329,712

137,045
-

142,029
20,638

133,626
29,580

142,006
22,616

222,726
5,545

137,045

162,667

329,571

332,571

329,712

276,859

328,621

329,712

332,571

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

OASL Overhead

28,996

30,350

34,472

36,129

129,748

Wassa Fiase
Mpohor
Ahanta
Total
Mamponso
Mpohor
Manso
Pretsea
Total

29,167

20,223

20,457

11,908

81,756

11,512

17,203

20,616

26,562

75,895

Amenfi East
Total
Total of 10%

Table 6 — GSWL expected distribution of royalty payments
GSWL Royalties

Sub-Entity

Office of Administrator of
Stool Lands
Traditional Authorities

Stool Lands

District Assemblies

Tarkwa Nsuaem
Ahanta West
Total
Total of 10%

11,512

17,203

20,616

26,562

75,895

52,193

54,630

61,690

65,033

233,547

26,584

25,278

25,571

14,886

92,321

14,391

21,504

25,770

33,202

94,869

9,784

-

-

-

9,874

14,391

21,504

25,770

33,202

94,869

65,241

68,287

77,112

81,291

291,933

90,147
21,724
31,660

102,923
47,309

112,952
56,695

105,795
73,045

411,818
21,724
208,712

137,045

150,223

169,648

178,841

642,254

289,963

303,501

342,723

361,295

N.B. Reflects actual production date and not date of payment of royalties to the Government of Ghana
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The development of robust systems and processes of verification and
assurance are critical to transparency and to achieving our sustainability
goals.
At the corporate level, Golden Star’s Board Sustainability Committee
continues to drive our corporate responsibility strategies. This includes advancing Golden Star’s commitments to environmentally sound and responsible resource development, good community relations, the protection of human rights, and a healthy and safe work environment.
In 2012, our GSBPL and GSWL operations were each subject to multiple
independent, third-party audits and inspections. These included:
One environment and community audit by the Environmental Protection Agency of Ghana
 One audit and four inspections covering health, safety, environment,
and community by the Mines Inspectorate of the Minerals Commission of Ghana
 Three financial audits conducted by Price Waterhouse Coopers and
the Ghana Revenue Authority
 One audit of our ICMC compliance conducted by Environ Inc.


Golden Star commissions additional third-party audits and reviews of its
operations. Specialist reviews of our engineering infrastructure are conducted by a team of geotechnical engineers (Knight Piésold and Glocal). Specialist reviews pertaining to medical services, standards, and quality are also
conducted by a medical service provider (International SOS).
Our commitments to sound governance are further strengthened by Golden Star’s internal verification and validation processes. In 2012, Golden
Star conducted 52 environmental inspections, 366 health and safety inspections, and a further 18 targeted health, sanitation, and hygiene inspections.
Additional targeted internal audits were completed by the GSR Internal

Audit and Compliance Department in accordance with the International
Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing.
During the period under review, improvements were realized in our contracting and tendering process. In 2012, nearly 50% of jobs were let to
tender – an increase of approximately 38% over 2011. Furthermore, the
number of sole-sourced jobs decreased from 114 to 77, or a decrease of
nearly one-third.
Lastly, our management level employees are annually required to
acknowledge Golden Star’s corporate policies and procedures, including our
sustainability policies. In 2012, over 90% of our management staff provided this confirmation in accordance with our requirements.
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